
The Sunday Brief:  Bigger Questions After Second Quarter Earnings   

Greetings from Rural Midwest.  Pictured is the 
American Broadband fiber inventory for a new 
market we are in the process of launching.  More 
details on that launch in a few weeks as we bring 
fiber goodness to unserved and underserved 
homes and businesses.   
 
This has been a very busy couple of weeks with 
insightful earnings news from many companies.  
We are going to do our best to sort through 10+ 
hours of earnings calls and focus on a few 
questions we think were left unanswered. 

 
 
The Fortnight That Was  
 

 
 
 
In the previous Brief, we discussed AT&T’s and Verizon’s earnings.  After that Brief was published, the remaining eight 
companies (including each of the Fab Five) reported earnings.  For the Fab Five, reaction was positive across the board – 
even Meta/ Facebook added to their market capitalization.  Over the last two weeks, the Fab Five have added $687 
billion in value with 99% of that coming from Apple, Amazon, Microsoft and Alphabet.  Cumulative Fab Five losses, 
which peaked at $2.7 trillion in June, are now a trillion less.   
 
The Telco Top Five had more of an intra-company realignment rather than large-scale movement.  Over the last two 
weeks, they have lost $7 billion in total market capitalization with $24 billion in Comcast and Charter losses offset by $17 
billion in T-Mobile and Verizon gains (re: Verizon took their stock price haircut three weeks ago).  Comcast has lost $55 
billion in market capitalization this year and now trails T-Mobile in total value.  Interestingly, T-Mobile is only $8 billion 
away from taking the “most valuable company” spot from Verizon.   
 
While the discussion of the Telco Top Five has a distinctively US-focused bent, the Fab Five are more closely linked to the 
global recovery.  With the dollar remaining at record highs (see the Bloomberg dollar index measure here, dollar to yen 
index from Yahoo here and the Wall Street Journal dollar to euro exchange rate history here), earnings continue to 
require constant currency adjustments.  Each of the Fab Five are likely keeping significant currency stores abroad and 
borrowing in US dollars as necessary to fund daily operations.   
 
Not much funding is needed thanks to large cash balances for each of the Fab Five.  The following chart was posted to 
our online-only interim Brief post (here) and reflects the net debt for each of the Fab Five from 2Q 2021, 4Q 2021, and 
2Q 2022:   

FAB FIVE Ticker

Stock Name Symbol Dec-20 Dec-21 Jun-22 Dec-19 Dec-20 Dec-21 Dec-20 Dec-21 Amount Percent 5-Aug
% 

change
Value Gained/ 

Lost ($B)
Current 

market cap 22-Jul 29-Jul
1-wk 

change
2-wk 

change
Apple AAPL 16,788.0     16,319.4     16,070.8 293.65$      131.97$      177.57$      2,216$      2,898$      682$        31% 165.35$       -7% (196)$                2,701$            (383)$          (242)$          46$          187$        
Alphabet (Google) GOOG 674.1           661.0           13,044.0 1,337.62$  1,751.88$  2,893.59$  1,181$      1,913$      732$        62% 118.22$       -18% (345)$                1,567$            (480)$          (366)$          21$          135$        
Microsoft MSFT 7,542.2       7,496.9       7,457.9    157.70$      222.42$      336.32$      1,678$      2,521$      844$        50% 282.91$       -16% (398)$                2,123$            (569)$          (415)$          16$          171$        
Amazon AMZN 503.6           508.8           10,187.6 1,847.84$  3,256.93$  3,334.34$  1,640$      1,697$      57$          3% 140.80$       -16% (264)$                1,433$            (451)$          (324)$          60$          187$        
Facebook/ Meta FB 2,847.6       2,765.9       2,687.5    205.25$      273.16$      336.35$      778$          930$          152$        20% 167.11$       -50% (455)$                475$               (462)$          (476)$          22$          7$             
Totals  7,492$      9,959$      2,467$    33% (1,659)$            8,300$           (2,346)$      (1,822)$      164$        687$        
Change 2,581$     2,467$       
Cumulative Change 4,159$     6,626$      

TELCO TOP FIVE Ticker

Stock Name Symbol Dec-20 Dec-21 Jun-22 Dec-19 Dec-20 Dec-21 Dec-20 Dec-21 Amount Percent 5-Aug
% 

change
Value Gained/ 

Lost ($B)
Current 

market cap 22-Jul 29-Jul
1-wk 

change
2-wk 

change
AT&T T 7,126.0       7,142.0      7,142.0   38.56$        28.75$        24.60$        205$          176$          (29)$         -14% 18.34$         -25% (45)$                  131$               (44)$             (42)$             (3)$           (0)$           
Verizon VZ 4,141.0       4,197.8       4,199.7    60.77$        58.73$        51.96$        243$          218$          (25)$         -10% 44.95$         -13% (29)$                  189$               (32)$             (24)$             (5)$           2$             
T-Mobile TMUS 1,241.6       1,249.3       1,254.1    78.42$        134.85$      115.98$      167$          145$          (23)$         -13% 144.56$       25% 36$                    181$               21$              34$              2$             15$          
Comcast CMCSA 4,598.2       4,533.2       4,413.2    44.76$        52.40$        50.33$        241$          228$          (13)$         -5% 38.27$         -24% (55)$                  173$               (35)$             (58)$             3$             (20)$         
Charter CHTR 193.7           172.7           160.7       485.08$      661.55$      651.97$      128$          113$          (16)$         -12% 462.98$       -29% (33)$                  80$                  (29)$             (38)$             5$             (4)$           
Totals  985$         879$          (105)$      -11% (126)$                754$               (119)$          (128)$          2$             (7)$           
Change 82$           (105)$        
Cumulative Change 302$         197$         

Relative market cap 7.61           11.32        11.01              

Shares outstanding (end of yr 
unless noted)

Shares outstanding (end of yr 
unless noted)

2022 YTD PERFORMANCE

2022 YTD PERFORMANCE

Annual Change

Annual Change

Stock Price (last trading day of year)

Stock Price (last trading day of year)

Equity Value ($B)

Equity Value ($B)

https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/DXY:CUR
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/USDJPY=X/
https://www.wsj.com/market-data/quotes/fx/EURUSD/historical-prices
https://sundaybrief.com/value-creation-long-term-charts-fab-five-vs-telco-top-five-july-29/


 

 
  
Negative net debt shrank by about $92 billion over the four quarters ending 2Q 2022, with $24 billion coming from 
Meta/ Facebook.  While each of the Fab Five have share buyback plans, it does not appear that recent market 
capitalization losses have triggered the action of taking on additional debt to buy back shares.  These corresponding 
drops would seem to indicate that foreign repatriation of funds has slowed to a crawl, but the situation is not dire. 
 
Each of the Fab Five generates plenty of cash to continue their businesses generally unabated; provided that there is no 
forecasted long-term recession (even with all of the back and forth on our current economic state, no one is predicting 
long-term economic declines).     
 
A strong cash position is also good for quick execution of acquisitions.  As we discussed 
in the last Brief, Amazon is looking to supplement its health care portfolio with their 
$3.1 billion One Medical acquisition, and last Friday they announced the acquisition of 
the Roomba parent, iRobot for $1.7 billion (including debt, announcement here).  If 
only the FTC would cooperate with a quick approval (more on the FTC’s activities with 
respect to Amazon and Meta in this Bloomberg article).   
 
One other use of cash (copious amounts in this instance) is buying up rights to selected 
games in various sports.  Apple has been on a tear with Major League Soccer (MLS – 10 
year term - $2.5 billion – takeaway from ESPN) and Friday Night Baseball (term 
unknown, but multi-country streaming rights), while Amazon snagged Thursday Night Football from Fox (NFL – 11 year 
term – price ~$11 billion) and NBC expanded their Sunday Night Football rights with Peacock streaming and Telemundo 
Deportes broadcast rights (NFL – 11 year term – price ~$20 billion).   
 
The biggest prize, however, is the NFL Sunday Ticket.  We have discussed this in a few Briefs, and expect Apple to take 
the prize with somewhere between $2.5 and $3.0 billion per year (Dylan Byers has a good summary of the Apple 
advantage in this Puck article).  The question then becomes term – will the NFL make the contract concurrent to the 
existing deals, locking in a marquis global streaming and distribution partner?  Will Apple then turn around and strike an 
exclusive streaming distribution deal for commercial locations (e.g., with AT&T or Verizon)?   

6/30/2021 Cash Mkt Sec Total S-T Debt L-T Debt Total Net Debt
Apple 34,050$            159,594$           193,644$          16,039$        105,752$        121,791$        (71,853)$           
Google 23,630$            112,233$           135,863$          -$               14,328$          14,328$          (121,535)$        
Microsoft 14,224$            116,110$           130,334$          8,072$           50,074$          58,146$          (72,188)$           
Amazon 40,380$            49,514$             89,894$            -$               50,279$          50,279$          (39,615)$           
Facebook 16,186$            47,894$             64,080$            -$               -$                 -$                 (64,080)$           
Fab Five totals 128,470$         485,345$           613,815$          24,111$        220,433$       244,544$       (369,271)$        

12/31/2021 Cash Mkt Sec Total S-T Debt L-T Debt Total Net Debt
Apple 37,119$            165,477$           202,596$          16,169$        106,629$        122,798$        (79,798)$           
Google 20,945$            118,704$           139,649$          -$               14,817$          14,817$          (124,832)$        
Microsoft 20,604$            104,765$           125,369$          4,998$           48,260$          53,258$          (72,111)$           
Amazon 36,220$            59,829$             96,049$            -$               67,651$          67,651$          (28,398)$           
Facebook 16,601$            31,397$             47,998$            -$               -$                 -$                 (47,998)$           
Fab Five totals 131,489$         480,172$           611,661$          21,167$        237,357$       258,524$       (353,137)$        

6/30/2022 Cash Mkt Sec Total S-T Debt L-T Debt Total Net Debt
Apple 27,502$            151,806$           179,308$          24,991$        94,700$          119,691$        (59,617)$           
Google 17,936$            107,061$           124,997$          -$               14,817$          14,817$          (110,180)$        
Microsoft 13,931$            90,826$             104,757$          2,749$           47,032$          49,781$          (54,976)$           
Amazon 37,478$            23,232$             60,710$            -$               48,744$          48,744$          (11,966)$           
Facebook 12,681$            27,808$             40,489$            -$               -$                 -$                 (40,489)$           
Fab Five totals 109,528$         400,733$           510,261$          27,740$        205,293$       233,033$       (277,228)$        

https://sundaybrief.com/att-and-verizon-earnings/
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/amazon-and-irobot-sign-an-agreement-for-amazon-to-acquire-irobot-301600720.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-08-05/amazon-s-irobot-deal-seen-facing-tough-ftc-antitrust-review
https://puck.news/is-apples-eddy-cue-about-to-get-nfls-sunday-ticket/


 
One of the nice things about September is that it features the start of the NFL season (Sept 8 – Buffalo Bills at the Los 
Angeles Rams) and also the annual Apple iPhone and other hardware announcements.  Whether Tim Cook could have a 
special “one more thing” depends on Apple’s appetite to spend for these rights.  We think that Apple will expand their 
audience because of this deal and will also step up their distribution agreements with rural and suburban fiber providers 
to convert as many satellite Sunday Ticket customers as possible.   
 
Finally, many of you have asked about price increases in the communications space and the potential persistency of our 
current wage-price trend.  As I have discussed with many of you, when you own a part of a rural broadband provider 
with legacy operations in Alaska, Nebraska, and Louisiana, certain commodity prices drive regional economic outlooks.  
In Louisiana (Lake Charles), natural gas is very important.  Here’s the price of natural gas going back to 1997 from the 
U.S. Energy Information Administration:   
 

 
 
Natural gas is at a 14-year high with annual price gains in the 75-80% range.  Heat for many homes and businesses, 
particularly in the Midwest, comes from natural gas.  This will impact real estate costs for a broad array of service 
providers this winter, particularly hospitals, commercial offices, and delivery vehicles that have converted to natural gas.  
While we do not have time to go into heating oil and propane, prices have increased on par with their natural gas 
counterparts (more here).   
 
In Nebraska, corn drives the economy.  Here’s that chart : 

In early 2021, as the world was beginning to think 
about a post-COVID economy, corn shot up from the 
COVID-low $3-$3.50 per bushel to $5-$6 per bushel.  
That has served as an effective floor for the last two 
harvests.  Like petroleum, corn is an essential 
ingredient in many foods.  The 6-7 years of 
persistently low prices seems to have been broken, 
and, while that has many Nebraska farmers happy 
(especially if fertilizer prices continue to decline from 
their recent highs), it’s not a good sign for long-term 
inflation.    
 
This is not a commodity blog, but to answer several of 
your questions, there’s no sign from the heartland 

using petroleum, natural gas, propane/ heating oil, or corn prices that we are in a transitory phase.  It’s time to think 
about 4-6% annual inflation, at least for several years.  (And, for those in Alaska who look beyond petroleum costs, check 
out the price trends of various shell fish from the Alaska Department of Fish and Game here – yikes!).     
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.eia.gov/dnav/ng/hist/rngwhhdm.htm
https://www.eia.gov/petroleum/heatingoilpropane/
https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm%3Fadfg%3DCommercialByFisheryshellfish.shellfishcatch_exvessel_crab


Bigger Questions After Second Quarter Earnings   
 
There’s a lot to unpack from the second quarter earnings calls.  To use space and print as effectively as possible, we will 
spend this Brief and the next attempting to explain and answer four questions:   

1) How can cable mobile/ broadband bundling succeed?   
2) How aggressive will (holiday) promotions be for the rest of 2022?  
3) Is T-Mobile a meaningful business player beyond small business (50+ employees) in the next five years?  
4) Can any meaningful acquisition activity receive approval?  

 
There are many more questions to think about, but these are the big multi-company/macro questions in our view.     
 
Question #1:  How can cable mobile/ broadband bundling succeed?  
 
Most of the cable companies have reported earnings, and mobile bundling 
success/ opportunity was at the top of the list.  Nearby is the chart 
showing net additions for each cable company since each launched 
MVNOs.   
 
To date, using 2.4 devices per home (a lower figure than we would use for 
a traditional wireless provider), Comcast and Charter have penetrated 
approximately 3.2% of their total passings with wireless.  Comcast’s 
wireless offering turned five years old this quarter, and Charter’s will turn 
four years old next quarter.  If the tables were turned, and we were 
examining penetration of a new fiber provider in a Charter or Comcast 
territory, would 4% (or even 24%) be acceptable for the business case?  
Cable’s performance in wireless has been plodding patient (no subsidies or 
crazy offers), but can they afford to wait much longer?   
 
Comcast and Charter don’t emphasize triple play bundles any longer.  
Digital phone has been deselected in favor of mobile (finally).  
Programming costs continue to rise, and YouTube and Hulu now define 
skinny bundles (and skinny margins) even as they redefine the advertising 
world.  Both companies would rather have broadband from a new passing 
than an incremental revenue generating unit (RGU) of video at an existing home.   
 
Mobile is a slightly better gross margin business for traditional cable companies than video (although nowhere as good 
as digital phone).  Tom Rutledge, Charter’s CEO, has gone so far as to (rightly) redefine his company as one of the largest 
wireless companies in the world.  Why has market share been so elusive?   
 
Charter’s COO, Chris Winfrey, addressed this issue on their earnings call in response to a question from Peter Supino, 
saying that Charter has struggled with bridging the gap between household (stationary) revenues versus device-driven 
revenues.     
 

“So nothing to announce today, Peter, but clearly, we think a lot about mobile and its ability not only to attach 
to existing Internet customers, which has been the predominant path so far. But, as the market understands 
better our product, the fact that it is the fastest mobile product in the country and that it's real, that it really 
does save customers a lot of money, no contracts, no taxes, no fees, I do think there's a really powerful case that 
we can use mobile to actually drive significant Internet net adds and particularly in the market with low volume 
to be able to kick start in volume in the marketplace by using mobile to do just that. 

 
So we're constantly testing different concepts in the marketplace. Economically, it's a no-brainer and it makes a 
lot of sense, but it is a new package structure for educating customers to get them to think about buying a 
household service and an individual service together so that they can get those savings and they can get that 



better product, and that may take a little bit of time for us to find the right connection as well as to educate the 
marketplace.” 

 
Spectrum Mobile is a very strong product when it is paired with a broadband connection that customers value.  With 
their network provider (Verizon) now in market with a $30/ month price point (albeit with the 5th line), is the bloom off 
the rose? Can cable play defense and offense at the same time?    
 
We believe strongly that cable can win 25% share if they combine switching with the introduction of new (Apple) 
devices.  Aggressive device promotion (via aggressive trade-in credits and perhaps a free speed upgrade) will win the day 
but Charter and Comcast need to commit to the short-term financial risk.  They also need to improve their unserved 
base marketing once they get a new offer in place.  Running Spectrum Mobile spots during unused ad inventory is fine at 
the beginning, but the business is entering its fifth year.   
 
Most of the same points above can be made for Comcast or even Altice (who is now growing at pre-Sprint rates and 
appears to be off to a good relationship with T-Mobile).  One additional point for Comcast would be to at least match 
Spectrum’s growth rate – for 12 out of the last 14 quarters, Spectrum has outpaced Comcast on net additions with six 
million fewer households passed.   
 
 
Question #2:  How aggressive will (holiday) promotions be for the rest of 2022?  
 
Times are going to be tight for 40-50% of consumers heading into the Holiday selling season.  Salesforce published their 
predictions for the Holiday season late in June – it was chock full of interesting data.  One important data point:  51% of 
consumers plan to spend less in the 2022 holiday season than 2021.   
 
They make several predictions:  

1. Shoppers will buy even earlier to avoid price hikes (37% more US shoppers are starting earlier) 
2. Loyalty shifts to value (half of all shoppers will shift brands this holiday due to pricing) 
3. Physical stores will drive growth across all channels (60% of all digital orders are now influenced by the store) 
4. Shoppers will gravitate toward sustainable options (64% of consumers will stop doing business with a company 

if corporate values don’t align to their own) 
5. Retailers will test NFT drops (creating digital “twins” of physical goods) 

 
While we aren’t sure that all of these are applicable to the communications industry, we definitely think that the first 
three predictions could shape the attractiveness of one broadband or wireless carrier over another.   
 
Both Verizon and AT&T suggested in their earnings calls that increased content bundling is “on the table” for the fourth 
quarter.  T-Mobile already has a terrific Tuesdays app that gives stuff away for free (including 20 cent gas discounts at 
Shell – our personal favorite).  Charter and Comcast, with their new joint venture, could actually give away a free 
television (with set top box already included) for the right contract term and product mix.   
 
These are all good, but the real “free” to most consumers is devices, particularly the iPhone.  Or, even better, the Phone 
+ Apple Care.  How that is accomplished within the boundaries Apple places on carrier pricing remains to be seen, but 
we have a feeling that many teams are working on the solution at each company.  We think that we may soon see the 
most competitive wireless device environment in the last decade, one which will spawn switching and likely lead T-
Mobile to market capitalization leadership.  More on that the next Brief.   
 

Until then, if you have friends who would like to be on the email distribution, please have them send an email to 
sundaybrief@gmail.com and we will include them on the list (or they can sign up directly through the website).  Enjoy 
the rest of August and go Royals and Sporting KC! 

https://www.salesforce.com/blog/holiday-shopping-predictions/
mailto:sundaybrief@gmail.com
https://www.mlb.com/royals
https://www.sportingkc.com/

